
SELF-PUBLISHING Let’s make some e-books!



EBOOK DESIGN

 Choose 5 eBooks like yours. Study, emulate, make them your gold standard.
 If you don’t have an e-reading device, download a free reading app onto your computer from Amazon or Barnes 

& Noble, and check out books from your library to get the hang of eBooks

 Choose front matter—most eBooks have ‘front matter’ moved to the back. The sooner you 
start your story, the better. Readers who download a sample of a book need enough story to 
help them decide to buy. Readers who download a book expect it to start at Chapter 1.

 eBooks do not have pages. Or headers. Or footers. Or margins. Or page size. The reading 
device itself takes care of "pages," fonts, font sizing.  Your goal with eBook design is flowing 
pages, maximum readability, and no errors.
 e-Readers use their own dedicated fonts designed for digital on-screen reading, and eBook formats embed font 

sizes as percentages instead of static numbers, so that the reader can easily adjust the font size on their device

 A properly formatted eBook does not look like a print book. That’s a good thing.



YOUR EBOOK COVER

 eBook covers look ‘right’ when they are 2 parts wide, 3 parts tall
 I use 6x9” because my POD books are also 6x9”

 If you used cover creator in Createspace, it can automatically chop the ‘front 
only’ part of your cover and present it as your eBook cover

 If you used Canva, you can either crop the print ready file in a program like 
gImp or create a second file in Canva. Or, sign up for Canva for Work 
(premium account) for the change file size option to become available.

 If you’re hiring a designer, you will want to specify two covers—a 
wraparound POD and an eBook.



OPTIONS, OPTIONS, OPTIONS

 Lots of places to sell your ebooks
 Lots of formats to read ebooks
 Lots of ways to convert your books into lots of formats to put lots of places
 Software like Calibre
 Plug-Ins for Writer like Writer2epub
 Online converters like Smashwords and Draft2Digital take your .docx and convert it to the 

formats you specify and then distribute them to myriad sales channels
 These services are also called aggregators



CALIBRE

 Calibre has its own learning curve, but it allows you to convert eBooks/word 
processing docs into other eBooks
 When you make your own formats this way, you have final control of what they look like 

(converting services have their own bells and whistles to conform to)
 You can choose from many, many different formats
 You can edit the code for your eBooks if you have some understanding of html
 You can use/share these files however you choose
 You might want to test these eBooks on several devices to make sure they are formatted 

properly. Calibre’s in-system viewer may not catch all problems.
 With Calibre-formatted eBooks, you can take your files and upload them directly to individual 

retailers like Nook Press, Kobo Writing Life, and iTunes (if you have a Mac)



PLUG INS

 Writer2ePub is an add on installed inside Libre Office or Open Office. Click 
on the icon in the corner, it will walk you through converting your .odt to 
.epub

 To my knowledge, there is no available plugin for Microsoft Word



AGGREGATORS
 Using online services is easy and sometimes the only way you can get your eBooks listed 
at certain sites

 Smashwords offers the widest distribution but also has a strict style guide. Conversion 
process is called “meatgrinder”
 Format a Word document to their standards and click upload. You’ll get an email when it’s ready and approved
 You can upload your own epub files, but you must use Meatgrinder for premium (read: full) distribution
 Smashwords places their own edition notice on the copyright page. Smashwords also asks that you do not 

distribute their version of your eBook outside their channels
 Smashwords has a great feature: coupons. You can offer a coupon code to readers to give them a bargain 

price or even a free copy

 Draft2Digital is a newer player with growing distribution.
 Conversion process is easy and open. Upload word document, their converter finds chapters and generates 

table of contents, you proof and approve

 Aggregators take their cut after the retailer takes their cut—about 30%.



AMAZON’S KINDLE DIRECT 
PUBLISHING
 You can use an aggregator to publish to Kindle, but Amazon also has a 
conversion service that takes an .htm file and converts it to .mobi
 When you go direct, you get more of the proceeds (no middle man)
 Amazon is currently the #1 site world wide for eBook sales
 Their sales reporting happens much more quickly than the aggregators
 Amazon has promotional programs that exchange exclusivity for wider reach on their site

 Kindle Unlimited allows Prime readers to ‘check out’ books. Author gets paid per page read
 Kindle Select allows for sale pricing and free pricing days
 These programs demand exclusive rights (your eBook can not be for sale/available anywhere else) for the 

enrollment time (currently 90 days)



THE BEAUTY OF NON-EXCLUSIVE 
RIGHTS..
 You can do any or all of these options and change your mind at any time.
 I make my own eBooks in Calibre to have them available for sharing
 I use Smashwords for their wide distribution and also their couponing feature
 I use Draft2Digital because the eBooks look pretty and the site is easy to use
 I upload direct to Kindle Direct Publishing but do not enroll in their promotional, exclusive 

programs
 I haven’t tried to use Kobo Writing Life or Nook Press, but it’s on my radar in the future.

 Learn. Play. Have fun.



METADATA, AKA YOUR CARD 
CATALOG ENTRY
 Information about your book: publication/release date, author and contributors, 
series and compendium information, subtitles, keywords, BISAC categories, 
ISBN, short description, long description, edition, language, categories, age 
range, adult content
 Retailers use list books and aid readers in searching for books

 eBook aggregators and PoD printers compile metadata as you upload/convert 
your files and ‘package’ it for you.
 Different aggregators file/require different pieces of metadata

 If you use software like Calibre, you will input metadata when the eBook files 
are converted/created.
 When you upload your files, platforms might also ask for this metadata again and override it, but 

you still want to have your correct metadata in your original files



BOOK CATEGORIES
 Book Industry Standards and Communications (BISAC)
 Organizational system for books

 Fiction/Non-Fiction
 Antiques, Architecture, Biography & Autobiography, Computers
 Alternative History, Family Life, Fantasy, Horror, Collections & Anthologies

 Understanding categories and classifying your book correctly will make sure that readers can find it
 Search ‘BISAC’ online to find the full list

 Choose the most specific categories possible. Fiction>Fantasy>Modern Fantasy puts your book into 
Fiction, Fiction>Fantasy and Fiction>Fantasy>Modern Fantasy. “Fiction” has billions of books in it.

 Some books fall into more than one category—choose the category that will help the right readers find 
your book
 Fantasy with horror elements, or just horror?
 Romance or historical romance or historical?

 Even if you are self-printing your book, knowing its category will help you when people ask ‘what’s your 
book about?’



LET’S BEGIN! DRAFT2DIGITAL

 Remember that backup file we saved after we finished putting styles in our manuscript? 
Make a couple more copies of that.
 You can also use your finalized POD-ready .docx or .doc

 Add “d2d” or “draft2digital” to the name of one of those copies
 Remove your Title page and copyright page. D2D will add these for you
 Make sure your chapter breaks have a heading style that’s larger font. D2D will ‘find’ these and generate 

your table of contents
 Upload your D2D .doc or .docx to Draft2Digital’s site
 Add metadata and check that your chapters were imported properly
 Download epub and proof on your computer (with Adobe Digital Editions or Calibre) or on your device

 That’s pretty much it.
 I’m not kidding.



SMASHWORDS

 Okay we did the easiest one first. But you’re feeling good about this, right?
 Save another copy of your book for the Smashwords edition.
 Download smashwords’s style guide.
 Here’s the thing: for my first novel I followed the style guide’s advice to the letter, I scrubbed all the 

styles and started from scratch. It took a lot of time.
 For my second novel, I uploaded the POD-ready file because I was too exhausted not to try the lazy 

route. Behold, it worked. A properly styled POD file worked just fine and went straight into premium 
distribution.
 The biggest clincher with Smashwords’s style guide is they want indents and not block paragraph. All text must have a style.

 Amend your styles to fit the style guide.
 Upload. Wait for files to be converted. Enroll in premium distribution and check all 
format options. Choose which channels you want.



FILES AND FORMATS
This is taken directly from 
smashwords’ website. When you 
upload a file on smashwords to 
convert it, these are the options you 
can choose from, and why those 
options are important.

epub and mobi are the most popular 
and currently epub is the standard as 
the most devices use it

Note: choosing these formats does 
NOT distribute to those channels. You 
still want Smashwords to generate a 
Kindle eBook so that readers who buy 
from Smashwords but own a Kindle 
can read your eBook



KINDLE DIRECT PUBLISHING

 When you finished your paperback with Createspace, it probably asked you 
if you wanted to convert your book to an eBook.
 And then you couldn’t, because you uploaded a PDF which isn’t supported.

 Use that .docx copy of your stylized file we’ve been using. Save as Kindle 
version.htm
 Add a bookmark at Chapter 1 of your book. Call it “START”
 Check to make sure that your book still looks ‘right’ as an .htm file
 Upload .htm to KDP

 Amazon will take all the goodies/information you put in for the POD version 
and roll it into a Kindle listing



WAIT, THAT’S IT?

 Yes... Kinda.
 Each service/site is fairly easy to use and has guides that can help you each step of the way
 Congratulations! Now you have another 5-10 accounts at different websites with more 

passwords to remember
 And you have another 5-10 websites to check for updates
 Using so many services/methods is time-consuming
 But your eBook is available to anyone! Anywhere! Anytime!
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